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ormation Av us Forma ve Data

In December 1967 an Ad Hoc Com%lttee on Information Retr- val
.1

was

establishe the Speech Assoc.

the usefulness of an Info

members cf the or

best to organize ar as

retrieval system wo b a helpful research -

:lost retrieval syr, c are ba. -d on a list of indc.-s. or des!:

4 %werica in an atteupt to ievesr

ecleval System for rescarcI conducted

The in Alate problem 1 - ne how

rhe info Calico A able so that the result_ng

which are associated with an art;i.c:le in s but the rrocedure

determining these descriptor te:ms falls r- ughl,, into two mnfn cemp;. The

first is to scan the arti-1:: to be used as the data base and extract from

them terms which seem to be relavant to the a i s tneite. Luc :h; terms may rene

the article itself. This metho(': is s .latle

r- --rds lifted cut of the title which

from an

to ind he suh-

and map be applied by indexers who have no specific knowledge of the discipline,

For this reason, of curse, the work 4 er be carried out by ma one

needs to do is specify c rtaln common }c,rds (usually function words) wi which should

not be used, and a computer be pr. iicd to index the material.

However there are serious problems with th e above etho1 cf derived

indexing, the most importl--.nt of width is At it is difficult to control the

terminology. For example, it is often unsafe to assume that a tit -

article gives

or deli

but are

not always ovide a true reflection

paper the author would like to have w

summary er its Content. Titles are 'often 'vage

ately eye -catching "they MA- veil succeed in at,. acting attcritl

:le use in a retrieval system imilmr.Ly author abstre t may

_e content,of a paper but more of the

3
Even if terms are taken directly

from the article, as they are in a KW7C ey Word in Context) type leg, .



there is still no guarantee that the content will be accurately represented.

ilere of course the pt-lem is the evidellity of Any discipline

containe many terms ehieh are in` ere aed the se of an alte- ati-

depends on individual preference. field of Sp .--h Communication such

a term seems to be "attitude change" versus "cp en change". By this method

of indexing itii ould be seible to relate two papers which used than

separately, even though they were referring to tha same topic. This matter

synonyms is an import nt one to which we will return later.

Another important blem is that it is essential to distil eh between

words and phrases used as de cripters. er words e phrase "languase

analysis" is a different retrieval term from the terms "language' and "anelysie"

used separately. This is nonething which has to be considered When basing

system etrieval fro e descriptors derived from the conteee since one 'would rob-

ably receive very different information in each cave.

the second procedure for determining desc iptor terms is to aeoien

them to an article by -nIng it and deciding upon a number of terms which

seem to indicete the themes. At once one cats see several j--- differences

from the derived method of ir.doating. In the place, i.t is usually eoeential

for indexers to be fa +liar with the dirciplie- -since they will need to leek&

judgments about the material. This of course - ediatey glows the pe

considerably, and it is sible for mei_ do this work. But the main

advantage is that far greater control over the information is possible. ?:t

eliMenates the poesibility that a title, or even words from the text, may r

h= representative. It also provides an efficient way of dealing with the

"attitude /opinion`" problem mentioned eeove since the indexer may choose one_

these terms and apply consistently in every case. The erettericn for the

choice would usually he the popularity of one term over the other. Then once

the decision is made the fact that the two phraseu are regarded as syne

could-be indicated by attaching such terms as 'use' and 'used for' to both terms,



e.g. if the decision is made in favor of "att-ttude change," the thesaurus entries

vould read:

ATTITUDE CHANGE

1W Opinion Cheage

OPINION CHANGE

Use Attitude Change

Once such a problem has been faced and reaolved it is possib

how one arrives attthe concept of c thesaurus (or authority list) . A the.saurus

has been described as "a ter,a- associatiorb list structured to enable inde

and subject analysts to describe the subject informati of a document to a

desired level of specificity at input, and to permit searchers to scri

mutually precise earms the information req 4
output. one has the

greatest degree of control over the info n n since one has the potential

organize the descriptor
, :o show generic- or hierarchical relation

offer definitions of terms where neces to indicate syntactic and s lonyme.e

relationships, and generally to offer tl e user. the yid 5st possible help ia

searching for information.

At this point we can more easily appreciate the problems faced

formation Retrieval Couretttee of the SCA. It is difficult to

approach is

y that one

tter than another because different subject areas require different

approaches. A helpful eery of points to cons ceder is provided by ha

Bourne (1965)

es

I. Type of ultimate user (the users vary in needs, habits, and approach

2. Type of Zenith to user (librarian or customer).

3. Characteristics of the File Colleceien (current and expected
rata of growth, variety and complexity of subsubject coneen a
of tile material) .

Availability of user exis indexers for the same type of f

5. Complexity and required accuracy of searchers to be conducted (current
awareness, - comprehensive retrospective searchers).

6. Number of searchers e ted, and their required 'sponse time.
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7. Current user and librarian itudeo touard the existing sytem
a form of dicplay.

Resources available for developing the system, converting the backlog
of material to the new system or new method of display, and maintaininz
the routine. operation.

As always, the most import considera a t one, partly

because it was impossible to answer such question s as the first and second

as the development was only to be a pilot project w ah would be assessed after

trial

With this vague brief, the eowmlittee had to decide how to approach the

field of speech communication so as to produce a retrieval system most

researchers in the discipline. It was impossible to scan all iournals to be

used in the final data base so it was decided to sample the literature of the

field to ascertain what were the key concepts used by resatch

le was taken from nine journals immediately connected with

The , tisl

6
In

retrospect this may have been a mistake because only four of the nine jou _els,

namely, The Quarterly Journal. of ELf.1_1., Philosophy and Rhetoric. Journal -_

Communication and Speech 'Monographs, could be designated as "scholarly jell a

with any consistency at all. Since a retrieval system is eventually only

as its data base, t_hi.s may have contributed t- the premature de sion of SCA not

to continue the vc_oject.

Nevertheless the title and summary t. r first end last 100 words) of

randomly sel ected articles in the journals from 1965-1968 with the aDStr.cts

of the 1968 SCA Convention were subjected to computer analysis,
7

a concord

of all the words in the base was produced. Then, because of the above mentioned

1 {mi tations of terms from context he comeI_ttee searches the concordance

manually for acceptable descriptor tens. This resulted in a list of 1200

terms which was further snsplement-d by adding the terms from selected author

abstracts, plus the abstracts from the 1969 and 1970 SCA conventio

With such a small data base it was possible to use

developin theaautus. mild almost certainly be

a basis for



descriptor in such a _ay as to reflect the central concepts of the discip. .se

atte ting to show the relationships between them. this end, every ter ii u

a p illary list WAS examined in relation t every oti *- The prone

of b uildirig the The ?aura 4 and 0 thr- ,thich the rr_ l at_eon hips ;re

structured (Broad Term, Narrow Term, Related Term, ). are de:

Borden, Jenks 1110. St0112 (1972)8

Also de-_-ibef.. in that article is the concept of a iaccted The-uro:.:s

which is seen as grow In of d' scrip t r:r i which o the same

Thiu is a mast ureful etrhod of dealgeae concept are " (p.

some of the semantic_ problems in

bvie4s that the structure

iliy r a, and that thers

ion retrieval. For example, it is

thesaurus will elect the point of .ie o

sarily agree with their

scheme, but when ol.e has access to a facet, it is pos'sible to see eonnec=licao

bet

any in ivi

Term relationships ends to be minimi4Jd. Tat one z es iu fact, is that the

ly dis tan t le-iela on the

Q result on an initial

hierarchy. Irn tinis way,

plc Broad Term, Narrew

field s a to break down into distinct conce tnal areas, s- I

a922_ Dynnios, and Br dcasti

It is also possible to nee

situational. In term,.

e a .proach to mean

Rhator.lcal

purely

us.:.:d.onl'0 as tl/Av are found in the

literature; and any other meaning of a word o prlcase is ignor

of tl - can be seen in the v, if the --riptor term "inte

the Thesaurus hin only "oral 4

Th atr, and h not4n

prat

Arl

44,0n.

on" in connection with

do with translatingtralslatiyng from one language into anc::4

Similarly 'abstract' is used only in the sense of 'info

in a broader sense we it ex

terw,s are:811°1,1e and_'Ante Bell:: l' In

Civil War whic1 is _eleVeat, and no ether.

Once the T11e aurous

In rie al',

o not that .su n dirt Le

it is only the

ctured it wam then necessary to return to the
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ure tea see whether the system, would work. By this time the

individual authors and of the journal editors had been obtained it

of the MLA, supplying a short

abstract plus nine index te_ 3 which were felt to be most descriptive of an

article. Genera the origits.l article was also scanned to ensure that the

central themes were represented in the abstract.

In deciding which _t getn-,rnted descriptor to is to include in tho

agreed to complete the Jo, 1 Abstr

Thesaur he wain consideration was always the depth of

possible. Often authors offered to

_ Ifphone

s broad as comm-nication as as narrow

article in the field of coral interpretation". Many tilaws

roe, tie depth of indexiag mil_ only ct the past and present importance

of a topic is the Speech discipline. For exa mp,e, t1t, area of "rhetorical,

analysis" win be quite exhaustively indexed, na an exam nation of that fi:cet will

prove. On the other hand, a term such as 'pare-message' la relatively new in

the field, raid not yet 'established." It will therefore probably not appear in

the Thesau The usefulness of broad terms has been illustrated in th

discussion of facets - it gives one large area in which to m2.noevre and by

combining se reral descriptors, to arrive at a fairly coecise delimi':ation of

one's area of interest.

Because the dosoriptm

derived from it, it follows

an article are assigned to it rather

the inforiastion revealed by a sears will be

more abstrac than if a search WAG based on a specific Linguistic string

was made to 'seed' the

t the time needed for such a

re terms did not necessar

appearing in tract. At one *point ar

abstracts with the a_ cal escripto

task outweighed anv possible advantages

appear in the body of the article itself. To compensate for this abstra ass

however, a list Is attached to the Thesaurus contai ning uoh concTeta terns as n
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of individ?s, associations, countries and specific Rhetorical Movements

(e.g. en's Liberation). This we called a proper term list. By using

list together with the Thesaurous, it should be possible to achieve hi

degree of precision-

Finally, there is the question of how dyn;amic the Thesaurus wild, orove to

be. Of course there is al',rays the danger that any authority list runs rh:

eff

regard the Thesaurus as preliminary at all stages, and therefore open to

change. This change was anticipated in she decision to adopt the MLA fog

This puts contro- in tine hands of researchers, hose articles reflect the

developine interests of the discipline. ever possible, author generated

descriptor terms were adopted into the Thesaurus.

There is 11 much wort. to be done to improve the system. It

has been demonstrated at the 1971 SCA and 197 2 ICA Conventions. `how it n:=-!eds

a greatly expanded and improved data base. part of this development is in fay

being carried in the project reported on from Florida State University. It

would also be interesting to examine the citations used in important

and include these articles in the data base.

The Thesaurus needs publishing so that merbers of the

isk of stagn g the 4a1d, but iler de a con

iscipllrLe may use

it and offer their knowledgable suggestions for its improvement. At p

however, project has been abandoned by SCA and its future appears u-A-
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